Let ß be a hypo-analytic manifold of dimension m equipped with a hypo-analytic structure whose structure bundle T' has dimension m . This paper introduces hypo-analytic pseudodifferential operators and it is shown that such operators preserve the hypo-analyticity of a distribution.
INTRODUCTION
The main concepts relating to hypo-analyticity were introduced by Baouendi, Chang, and Trêves in [1] , Chapter 1. We shall summarize some of these in this section.
Suppose Q isa C°° manifold of dimension m+n . A hypo-analytic structure on Q is the data of an open covering (Ua) of Q and for index a, of m C°°f unctions Za, ... , Z™ satisfying the following two conditions: and (f" of ZJU(1¡n U") and a holomorphic map F'l of 6ta onto (f" , such that Zß = F'ß°Za 0n UanUß-When the ZJ are real-valued and n = 0, such a structure specializes to a real analytic structure. A distribution h defined in an open neighborhood of a point p0 of Q is hypo-analytic at p0 if there is a hypo-analytic local chart (Un , Zn) whose domain contains p0 and a holomorphic function hn defined on an open neighborhood of Zn(p0) in Cm such that h -hi% o Z in a neighborhood of PoBy a hypo-analytic local chart we mean an (m + l)-tuple (U ,Z , ... ,Zm) [abbreviated (U ,Z)] consisting of an open subset U of Q and of m hypoanalytic functions Zl , ... ,Zm whose differentials are linearly independent at every point of U .
In general, the mapping Z -(Z , ... ,Zm): U -► Cm is not a local embedding. However, when dim Í! = m, this mapping is a local diffeomorphism. Throughout this paper we will assume that the dimension of Q is m .
Preliminaries
We will reason in a hypo-analytic local chart (U ,Z) in Q. We shall assume that the open set U has been contracted sufficiently so that the mapping Z = (Z1 , ... ,Zm):U 4 Cm is a diffeomorphism of U onto Z(U) and that U is the domain of local coordinates -x, (1 < j < m) all vanishing at a "central point" which will be denoted by 0. We will suppose Z(0) = 0 and denote by Zx the Jacobian matrix of the ZJ with respect to the x . Substitution of Z^O)-Zix) for Z(x) will allow us to assume that Zx(0) =the identity matrix. This will permit us to take the real part of the Z1 (j = \ , ... ,m) as coordinates and write in these new coordinates Z' = Xs + VTOV), j=\,...,m,
where <P = (<3> , ... , Om ) is real-valued whose differential at the origin is 0. Moreover, the functions Z1 are selected so that all the derivatives of order two of the O7 vanish at the origin. Indeed if this is not already so it suffices to replace each Z1 by
We will use Z* to denote the transpose of the inverse of the matrix Zx .
Since the first and second derivatives of all the <& are zero at the origin, after contracting U if necessary, we can find a number c , 0 < c < 1 such that for all x ,y eU and for all Ç e Rm , |ImZ*(x)i|<c|ReZ*(xK| Given any compact subset K of (f and any closed cone W' c W whose interior contains Rm\ {0} , there is a constant r > 0 such that for all z , w in K and all 6 in W', we have : |a(z,w;,0)|</-(l + |0|)'/. Definition 3.2. We say that a C°° function a(x, y , 6) in U x U x Rm is a hypo-analytic amplitude of degree d and we write a e S (U ,U) if there is
Let a(x ,y , 6) = à(Z(x),Z(y) ,6) be a hypo-analytic amplitude of degree d e R in U x U . For any e > 0 and « G Cc (Í7) we define the linear operator
We contract U sufficiently so that for every x, y e U and £, e Rm the point Z*x(
-Z(y)) will remain in the cone in which a(x ,y ,•) is defined. We observe that each AEu is a hypo-analytic function. E\U)-*S'iU) which maps C°°{U) into C°°(U) continuously.
Proof. We deform the path of (^-integration from Rm to the image of Rm under the map
If the amplitude a has degree ¿ < -m -1 and m G CC(C/), condition (2.1) will imply that Aeu converges uniformly on compact subsets of U to a continuous function Au. Moreover, in this case, A: Cc (U) -► C (C/) will be a continuous operator.
In The aim of this section is to show that hypo-analytic pseudodifferential operators map hypo-analytic functions to hypo-analytic functions.
Since the first and second derivatives of O vanish at the origin, after shrinking U if necessary, we may assume that for all x , y in U, |0(x)-<D(y)|<|x-y|/2 and (4.1) \<t>(y)\ < l/2\y\2.
We shall need the following lemma. We next deform the ^-integration to the image of Rm under the map £ -► C(í) = <? + vZ-Tl^Kz -Z(y)). We will show that A£u(z) converges uniformly near z = 0. To prove this, we will estimate Q(z) = Re{^Tc(z -Z(y)) -|ç|(z -Z(y))2 -dX{y)(Zit))}-Lemma 4.1 allows us to shrink the support of u so that when y e supp u and z is small enough, |<*|/2 < Re(C(£)) • Moreover, for such z and y we have: Re{yf^\^(z -Z(y)) -|£|(z -Z(y))2} < (-\y\2/S + 3\z\)\c;\). Therefore for z near 0, Q(z) < -(|y|2/8 + dx(y)/2 -3|z|)|£|. This estimate together with the fact that x(y) = 1 near y = 0 yield the required result.
In [1] the authors microlocalized hypo-analyticity by first adapting Sato's definition and then showing its equivalence with the one derived from the FourierBros-Iagolnitzer transform [4] . The operators defined in this paper also preserve microlocal hypo-analyticity [3] .
